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T-mesh
Why T-meshes?
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Redirected Edge Flow
Parametric domain

Knot Intervals
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Remember This!
Dyadic T-mesh Subdivision
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Catmull-Clark Factorization
Catmull-Clark Factorization generalizes to arbitrary topologies.
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Non-Tensor-Product Surfaces
Non-uniform knot intervals

Remember This!
NURSS

- Non-uniform recursive subdivision surfaces
- No T-vertices
- Generalization of Catmull-Clark with non-uniform knot intervals
NURSS Factorization
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Close, but not quite
2) T-joint weight adjustments
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2) T-joint weight adjustments

- T-joints in the stencil result in weights shifted to different vertices
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Extraordinary Vertices

• Propose fix NURSS rules (sometimes loss of tangent plane continuity)

• Experimentally, C1 for many configurations and knot weights
Examples

• Maya-Plugin and MATLAB scripts at http://denkovacs.com/publications/dyadic-t-mesh-subdivision/
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